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Subject objectives

The concept of security, although mentioned stays much undefined. The main core of the subject is the analysis
of the legal  approach to security.  The meaning of legal  security order consists of norming social relations,
society subjects that will conduct the least resistance to accomplish general state interests. Speaking of the
resistance to security development, the state will use force measures to provide its vital interests. Thus, the
main goal of the subject is mainly to introduce students to the constitutional-legal stuff, political institutions
that relate to the highest state government, its structure, organization, functioning, understanding whether the
main comparative-legal and positive-legal institutions. The relationship between the legal defense norm and
constitutional legal-management norms that regulate this area is studied. 

Subject outcomes
The students will be introduced to the nature of security law and the main principles of legal development
doctrine, they will acquire legal terminology in the area of security, the ways of administrative organizations
functioning in the area of security.  The students will also develop the capacity to understand the difference
between the inner and international legal norms of this legal branch and will be able to analyze the other factors
that impact the legal security aspect.
Subject description

Assignments:  

Тheoretical: A historical framework on the legal position of security system; Legal order of security systems;
Constitutional order of the Republic of Serbia; Systems of state authority, the concept of power division, the
concept  of  law government;  The characteristics  of  the Republic  of  Serbia (  the interior  and the exterior),
political systems; The agents and the subjects of security systems; The administrative organizations in the area
of  security;  Legal  position,  the  organization,  the  responsibility  and  the  structure  of  information-security
agencies  of  Serbia;  The  challenges,  risks  and  the  threats  to  the  security  of  Serbia,  Legal  aspects  of  the
international security; The sanctions for the international rules offence; The new threats to security: terrorism;
The new threats to security: the organized criminal, arms proliferation for mass destruction, human trafficking,
corruption, pandemics;
Practical: Exercises; The analysis of the covered lectures, simulations, discussions with students, the practical 
application of the knowledge, consultations. 
Materials
Required: Марковић, Р. (2008),Уставно право и политичке институције, Правни факултет Универзитета
у Београду и ЈП Службени гласник, Београд.  (одабрана поглавља);  
Бајагић, М. (2007)Основи безбедности, Криминалистичко–полицијска академија, Београд.(одабрана 
поглавља); Кековић, З. (2007),Системи безбедности, хрестоматија, Универзитет у Београду, 
Факултетбезбедности, Београд.(одабрана поглавља)
Optional: Симић, Д. (2002,)Наука о безбедности: савремени приступ безбедности, Службени лист СР, 
Београд; Terry Teriff, Stuast Croft, Lucy James and Patric M. Morgan, Security Studies Today, Politiy Press, 
1999, str. 169-190
Total number Courses: 3х15=45 Practice: 3х15=45

Teaching methods
The lectures are conducted through visual presentations, workshops, group discussions, presentations of 
students’ papers and research results. The individual consultations. 
Grade  (maximum number of points 100)

Pre-exam assignments
points

Final exam points

Course activity 20 written exam -
Practice 10 oral exam 30
Test-s 30 ..........
Essay-s 10
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